Keeping Our Kids Safe
Pick up and Drop off at Liberty

Right turn only

Exit for all cars parked in both lots

Drop Off and Pick Up Area

With the installation of the new parent loop and parking lot, we want to clarify the correct and requested way for families
to use these lanes. It is our desire to keep kids, families and staff safe, while efficiently facilitating drop off and pick up,
and so we ask that you follow these directions.
Drop off will begin at 8:35 am, our earliest supervision and drop off time. Pick up will begin at 3:25, or 3:20 for
kinder parents (2:20 and 2:25 for early release days). Unless you are a kinder parent, please do not enter the loop until
3:25 to avoid a back-up if your child is not out. You may park along 24th on the east side of the parking lot entrance to
wait.
Please keep the following in mind:
 Drop off and pick up for all students must occur in the parent loop or along Liberty and Umatilla after the
crosswalks. You may also park in a designated parking spot and walk to meet your child at the pick-up location.
 Students MAY NOT be dropped off or picked up along the curb in front of the school building.
 When in the parent loop, please remain in your vehicle the entire time for safety reasons. Adults will be
outside helping to get children to and from your car once you reach the red curb.
 Even during school hours, parents MUST use the loop and attached parking or street parking, please DO NOT
drop off or park in the yellow fire lane in front of the double doors on 24th Street.
 Please pull forward if waiting for your child or pull around again. Please do NOT pull around other cars when in
the drop off/pick up loop. We want to keep cars moving as quickly and safely as possible.
 Children will not be allowed to enter cars that are not pulled up to the inside red curb.
 Consider using a parking spot if your child needs more time each day.
 Please take care to check carefully when entering and exiting the loop for children using the sidewalk.
 Vehicles, during drop off and pick up times, will exit to the RIGHT ONLY. Doing so will keep the loop line
moving and students safe.
 Children must exit through front the double doors on 24th Street and walk to the loop. Children may enter for
drop off only using the single door in the drop off/pick up area.
 All entry to the school during school hours will be done through the front doors on 24th Street.
Please be patient and gracious with staff and families these first few weeks, it will take some time to get all of
this running smoothly. With your help we can diligently work to make it as efficient and safe as possible.

